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Abstract. We present selected “superwind” mass-loss histories and the related tip-AGB stellar evolution models, which
have been computed according to the characteristics of a dustinduced, carbon-rich wind, and which include several recent
improvements as compared to Schröder et al. (1998). We discuss the (initial) stellar mass-range of 1 to 2.5 M , with a
nearly solar composition (X=0.28, Y=0.70, Z=0.02). In each
time-step, mass-loss rates are used, which are consistent with
the actual stellar parameters, and which are based on our pulsating, dust-induced wind models for carbon-rich stars (Fleischer
et al. 1992), including a detailed and consistent treatment of dust
formation, radiative transfer and radiative wind acceleration.
The resulting “superwind” mass-loss rates reach 2 to 3 ·
10−5 M yr−1 . For this reason, they become an influential factor
of tip-AGB stellar evolution – but also vice versa, since our
mass-loss rates vary strongly with effective temperature (Ṁ ∝
−8
(roughly), see Arndt et al. 1997), reflecting the temperature
Teff
sensitivity of the dust formation process on a macroscopic scale.
With all tip-AGB models of an initial stellar mass Mi >
∼
1.3M we find superwinds with a total mass outflow of 0.26
4
to >
∼ 0.55M during their final 3 · 10 yrs, just as required
for PN-formation. Furthermore, a thermal pulse leads to a very
short (100 to 200 yrs) interruption of the “superwind” of these
models.
A critical (Eddington-like) luminosity Lc is required for
the radiation driven wind models, which our evolution models
fail to reach for Mi <
∼ 1.1M . With slightly larger stellar
masses, LtAGB is near Lc and thermal pulses can trigger very
short “superwind” bursts, as already pointed out by Schröder
et al. (1998). We find good agreement between our improved
models and the mass-loss characteristics of the thin CO shells
found by Olofsson et al. (1990, 1993, 1996, 1998) around some
carbon-rich Mira stars.
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1. Introduction
Theoretical models of tip-AGB mass-loss (or “superwinds”) are
of considerable interest in several respects: from the stellar evolution point of view; for the understanding of the structure of
circumstellar envelopes (CSE) and planetary nebulae (PN); and
for the chemical evolution of the Galaxy and galaxies in general.
The term “superwind” has been coined to describe the heavy,
−5
−1
final tip-AGB mass-loss (>
∼ 10 M yr ), which is required
to form a PN of typically a few tenths of a solar mass (Peimbert 1981) within several 104 yr. It is supposed to develop rather
gradually, by an accelerating increase of AGB mass loss, from
a long history of less massive winds (e.g., Lafon & Berruyer
1991). Such a picture is in good agreement with the findings of
cool, dust- and CO-rich CSE’s around PNe (Kwok 1981) and
the mass-loss rates of about 10−4 M yr−1 as modeled on LPV
(long period variable) observations (e.g., Knapp & Morris 1985,
Winters et al. 1997).
While the general picture of PN formation is now certainly
understood, well observed details of that process still await an
explanation by more detailed models of the tip-AGB evolution
and superwind mass-loss. We may remind of the well-known
outer shells found around PNe in deep exposures (e.g., Guerrero
et al. 1998). A probably related phenomenon seem to be the thin,
detached CO shells found by Olofsson et al. (1990, 1993, 1996)
for a few carbon stars, with kinematic ages of 3 to 13 thousand
years and masses of 0.004 to 0.05·10−2 M . These shells are
reminiscent of very short episodes of a superwind which are
contrasting the presently two orders of magnitude less dense
winds of those objects. Width/radius (∆R/R) measurements
suggest mass-loss event durations of – at least apparently – less
than 2 to 3 thousand years, in one case (∆R/R ≈ 0.04, Olofsson et al. 1998) even only 500 years. The same authors suggest
thermal pulses as a possible driving mechanism for these abrupt
and strong mass-loss fluctuations. But previous tip-AGB evolution models, using a parameterized “superwind” prescription
(see below), resulted in a by far too shallow variation of the
mass-loss rate with the thermal pulse cycle (e.g., Vassiliadis &
Wood 1993).
Not only does the mass-loss rate depend critically on the actual stellar parameters and thus on details of the stellar evolution
– moreover, tip-AGB stellar evolution itself is shaped signifi-
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cantly by the increasing superwind mass-loss. Hence, for the
final 105 years of stellar life on the AGB, mass-loss and stellar
evolution have to be computed hand in hand. Earlier contributions to this specific problem have been published by, e.g., Vassiliadis & Wood (1993) and Blöcker (1995). Both approaches
use a parameterized mass-loss, according to the characteristics
of a Bowen-type wind-model (Bowen 1988) – a period – massloss relationship – i.e., the mass-loss rate depends strongly on
the surface gravity g. That leads to a gradual but strong enhancement of the tip-AGB mass-loss, in good agreement with observational evidence. Those simple wind-models fail, however, to
treat the important problem of dust-formation, with its complex and highly temperature- and density-dependent physics
and chemistry, in sufficient detail.
A much different approach to tip-AGB mass-loss has been
achieved by a consistent treatment of a dust-induced wind generation – including the detailed description of hydrodynamics,
thermodynamics, chemistry, radiative transfer, dust formation
and growth (see Sedlmayr 1994, Sedlmayr & Winters 1997, for
recent reviews). Based on such extensive computations, Fleischer et al. (1992) have introduced consistent dynamical wind
models for pulsating, C-rich AGB stars. These are in good agreement with observed carbon star mass-losses (Le Bertre & Winters 1998). A large number of such models have already been
computed for different stellar parameters, and certain characteristics have been deduced (Arndt et al. 1997). Consequently, we
applied those mass-loss characteristics to tip-AGB stellar models and already our first computations lead to the formation of
“superwinds” (see Fig. 4 in Schröder et al. 1998). However, for
a critical stellar mass range, we also already found the occurrence of very short “superwind” bursts leading to the formation
of the typical “detached shell” characteristics.
The very abrupt nature of that phenomenon suggested further improvements of our computations to avoid artificial effects. Hence, we here present our most recent results, which now
model the formation of regular “superwinds” in a wider range
of stellar masses, and we discuss the related consequences for
the formation of CSE’s and PNe.
2. The evolution code and our approach
to the “superwind” problem
We use the most recent version of an evolution code as described
by Pols et al. (1995, 1998, and see references therein), which
is based on the original evolution program of Eggleton (1971,
1972, 1973). The essential features, in which this code differs
from other evolution programs, are: (1) the use of a self-adaptive,
non-Lagrangian mesh, (2) the treatment of both convective and
semi-convective mixing as a diffusion process with a diffusion
rate adopted as a function of (∇rad −∇ad ) and (3) the simultaneous and implicit solution of both the stellar structure equations
and the diffusion equations for the chemical composition.
These characteristics are advantageous especially for the
evolved stages with one or two thin shell sources, and there is
no need for an external redistribution of mesh-points. All that
makes the code easy to use, economic and robust. Furthermore,
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the Eggleton code easily accepts a significant mass-loss as part
of the boundary condition. The trade-off for the robustness of
the code in its present version is, however, that it cannot compute reliable surface abundance changes through dredge-up’s:
Thermal pulses are picked up on the AGB only far beyond their
likely onset as it is suggested by other codes.
We checked the cycle times of our thermal pulses which,
by a first comparison to other computations (e.g., Vassiliadis &
Wood 1993), seem to be shorter. However, the thermal pulse
cycle time is not as constant a quantity as the early pulses may
suggest. In the presence of significant mass-loss and a therefore
rapidly dwindling envelope mass on the very tip-AGB – see
Wagenhuber & Weiss (1994) for such computations, and their
Fig. 1 in particular – the final thermal pulses are found in much
quicker succession than the early ones. Hence, since the Eggleton code computes thermal pulses only on the very tip-AGB, its
short cycle times are not surprising.
Standard mixing-length theory is used to describe the heat
transport. Consequently, the outer structure of the stellar models
depends on the choice of α, which is the mixing length (ML)
over the pressure scale height. On the other hand, the evolution
of convective stellar cores (i.e., for Mi <
∼ 1.5M ) depends
on the assumptions made with respect to any extended mixing
or “overshooting”. We here use the same set of parameters as
discussed and recommended by Schröder (1998), and which
are the result of a variety of critical tests by empirical methods
(Schröder et al. 1997, Pols et al. 1997, Pols et al. 1998).
However, as with all other contemporary evolutionary
codes which describe convective heat transport by the mixinglength theory and use a fixed ML parameter (here: α = 2.0),
the predicted GB and AGB effective temperatures are not very
reliable, as pointed out by, e.g., VandenBerg 1991. Hence, in
order to be more consistent with observed effective temperatures of tip-AGB objects (see, e.g., Van Belle et al. 1997), the
Eggleton code requires a gradually decreasing α on the AGB,
which reaches 1.5 at log g (cgs) = −1. Accordingly we have
adopted α = 2.0 + 0.17 · (log g − 1.94) for log g < 1.94. This
can be regarded as an economical compensation for the combined effects on Teff of a few common short-comings, such as
the mixing length theory itself or incomplete opacities.
To incorporate realistic superwind mass-loss rates, we use
analytic representations of Ṁ as a function of stellar effective
temperature, luminosity and mass. These were obtained from a
large number of detailed wind-model computations as described
by Fleischer et al. (1992). There is not only a significant inverse
dependence of Fleischer-type mass-losses on stellar mass, but
much more strongly on effective temperature (already pointed
out by Wagenhuber, 1996). This temperature sensitivity has its
origin in the temperature-critical micro-physics and chemistry
of the dust formation process (i.e., the grain nucleation rate)
and is a characteristic property which we expect from any truely
detailed model of a wind driven by radiation pressure on dust.
From a grid of 48 detailed wind models, Arndt et al. (1997)
derived an approximative mass-loss formula for the tip-AGB
region of the HR diagram which we have adopted for our com-
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Table 1. Parameters and resultant quantities of some dust shell models
in the critical parameter range. T∗ and L∗ refer to the hydrostatic initial
model. The values of the remaining parameters are: carbon-to-oxygen
ratio C /O = 1.30, Period P = 400d, and piston amplitude ∆up =
5 kms−1 .
Model

M∗
[M ]

T∗
[K]

L∗
[104 L ]

< Ṁ >
M yr−1

< v∞ >
[kms−1 ]

W451
W841

0.8
1.2

2600
2600

0.3
0.5

5.7 10−7
4.3 10−7

2.0
3.0

W46
W83

0.8
1.2

2600
2600

0.4
0.6

5.7 10−6
6.5 10−6

6.0
4.2

W47a1
W541

0.8
1.2

3000
3000

0.5
1.2

−
3.4 10−8

−
2.9

W47
W77

0.8
1.2

3000
3000

0.6
1.4

4.2 10−6
2.1 10−7

10.0
5.7

1

: below the critical limit; wind solution not always available

putations:
log Ṁ = 17.16–8.26 · log Teff + 1.53 · log L − 2.88 · log M
(see also Schröder et al. 1998); M , L in solar units, Teff in K. As
it turns out, this kind of mass-loss drives the tip-AGB star gradually into a rapidly increasing superwind (Ṁ > 10−5 M /yr).
However, since a minimum outward directed force is required to
drive the wind, the star also needs to exceed a critical minimum
(Eddington-like) luminosity Lc (see e.g. Sedlmayr & Winters
1997). In order to assess Lc from actual models, we computed
a number of additional, critical wind models – see below.
3. Lc and recent computational improvements
Several improvements have been made with respect to our first
computations (Schröder et al. 1998), through which our new
models presented here differ in some details from earlier ones.
In particular, Lc and the abrupt nature of the “superwind” bursts
were given special consideration:
(1) A detailed consideration of the Eddington-like critical
luminosity Lc , which can be the crucial factor for the onset of a
dust-induced superwind: In general, any purely radiation driven
wind requires
L∗ > LEdd :=

4πcGM∗
χH /ρ

with c for speed of light, G for gravitation constant, M∗ for
actual stellar mass, ρ for mass density. In the case of our dustinduced winds, χH is the flux-mean extinction coefficient of the
dust component in the inner (dust forming) region.
For various reasons, only actual wind models can define
LEdd and its variation with effective temperature Teff and M∗ :
The dust nucleation is extemely temperature-sensitve, whereas
the grain growth process is mainly sensitive to density. Hence,
χH depends very sensitively on the local hydro- and thermodynamic conditions in the dust-formation zone, which in turn
are governed by a strongly nonlinear equation system (see e.g.

Fig. 1. Mass loss rates of our wind models as a function of L∗ /M∗ for
several values of Teff and M∗ . Models of equal mass (triangles: 0.8M ,
squares: 1.0M , hexagons: 1.2M ) are connected by different lines
for different Teff (solid lines: 2600K, dotted: 2800K, dashed: 3000K).
A small cross inside a symbol indicates an outflow velocity below
5 kms−1 . Models plotted on the bottom line have no wind solution at
all.

Sedlmayr & Winters 1997). Furthermore, an additional, outward
force is introduced by the dissipation of shock wave momentum
in our pulsating models, and our actual Lc -values are therefore
a bit lower than LEdd .
For these reasons, we have computed a number of critical
C-rich wind models (see Table 1 for a selection and Fig. 1). In
Fig. 1 the resulting mass loss rates of wind models in the critical range are shown as a function of L∗ /M∗ for several stellar
temperatures T∗ and masses M∗ . The models indicated at the
bottom line (log Ṁ = −8.2) do not have a wind solution at
all. Fig. 1 shows that there is a steep decrease of the mass-loss
rate and of the outflow velocity, once L∗ /M∗ falls short of some
critical value Lc /M∗ . The sensitive variation of the corresponding critical luminosity Lc with stellar temperature and stellar
mass represents, on a macroscopic scale, the non-linearity of
the microscopic interaction between the dust-formation chemistry and the radiative transfer in our models. We find stable,
−6
−1
massive winds (mostly, Ṁ >
∼ 10 M yr ), which arrive at
about the rates given by our aforementioned formula, above a
line in the HRD running through Lc ≈ 5000L · M∗ /M at
Teff = 2600K, Lc ≈ 6000L · M∗ /M at Teff = 2800K, and
Lc ≈ 10000L · M∗ /M · (M∗ /M − 0.05) at Teff = 3000K,
respectively. Below that line (i.e., for smaller L∗ ), wind veloc−1
ities and mass loss rates become very small (v∞ <
∼ 5 kms ,
−6
−1
<
Ṁ ∼ 1 · 10 M yr ) – if a wind model can be obtained at
all.
(2) A realistic, well constrained pre-tip-AGB mass-loss history has been given special attention: For L∗ < Lc we adopt
(time-step by time-step) the smaller of the mass-loss rates suggested by (a) de Jager et al. (1988) and (b) by the “Reimers
formula” with a reduced ηRML = 8 · 10−14 . The original value
of ηRML = 4 · 10−13 , suggested by Reimers (1975) and used by
us in earlier computations (Schröder et al. 1998), leads to too
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Fig. 2. The final, tip-AGB evolution of a
star with an initial mass of 1.10 M and
about solar composition. Except for the one
shown (the final one on the AGB), thermal
pulses are suppressed. Circles mark timesteps of 5000 yr, arrows indicate direction of
fast evolution and numbers mark the actual
mass.

large RGB (red giant branch) mass-losses for our models with
initial masses around Mi ≈ 1M . Hence, we used those models as a sensitive constraint to our choice of ηRML – i.e., a RGB
mass-loss >
∼ 0.4M would hinder a star of Mi = 0.95M to
reach He-burning and the horizontal branch. However, the more
massive stars studied here for their tip-AGB mass-losses spend
much less time on the RGB and their total RGB mass-loss is
much less significant (see Table 2). – Our pre-tip-AGB massloss prescription is now also well in line with the more recent
mass-loss rates derived from ζ Aur systems (Baade, 1998), from
which ηRML ≈ o(10−13 ) would be derived.
(3) A quick but gradual transition of the mass-loss rate at
the onset of the “superwind”: Below Lc , our models show a
reduction of the mass-loss in a very small luminosity range
(see Fig. 1). We therefore implemented a mass-loss ramp for
L∗ < Lc with an appropriate width of 0.04 in log L∗ .
(4) Consistently reduced time-steps, when larger mass-loss
rates occur, to keep the mass lost in each time-step well below 10−3 M , and to avoid any artificial reaction of the stellar
model, even under extreme conditions – i.e., as during a brief
“superwind” burst.
(5) We found and removed an inconsistency between the
prescribed mass-loss rate and the actual wind-models, which
is of some significance to the superwind peaks and bursts: the
respective mass-loss rates obtained from earlier computations
(Schröder et al. 1998) were a bit too large.
(6) In order to resolve the rôle of stellar mass properly, we
have extended the computations to form a consistent set of evolutionary models, in the mass range of Mi = 1.0 to 2.5 M ,
with a spacing of Mi as fine as (partly) 0.05M . All models
start from the zero age main sequence (ZAMS) with the same set
of parameters as described above. We here present and discuss
a representative selection of models from that set.

Fig. 3. Tip-AGB mass-loss history for the evolution model (Mi =
1.10M ) shown in Fig. 2. Actual masses are marked by numbers.
When such a star briefly reaches the critical luminosity on the tipAGB with its last thermal pulse on the AGB, a short (about 800 yr)
burst of superwind occurs.

4. Mi = 1.1 to ≈ 1.3M :
the formation of episodic “superwind” bursts
In this range of initial stellar mass, the tip-AGB luminosity
LtAGB reaches Lc , but only just and only briefly. The stellar
model is driven into and out of the “superwind” mass-loss by
its last one or two thermal pulses on the AGB. The response of
the then very thin (<
∼ 0.2M ) stellar shell to thermal pulses,
especially in luminosity, is very pronounced, and both gravity
and Teff are very low. This results in short bursts and episodes
of superwind (see Figs. 3 and 4), as already reported in a recent
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Fig. 4. Tip-AGB mass-loss history for a 1.20 M (initial) mass star.
Thermal pulse induced luminosity variations near Lc result in three
mass-loss events in the course of 7 · 104 yr.

publication (Schröder et al. 1998), with durations ranging from
about 800 years to several thousand years.
To arrive at more detailed results under realistic physical
assumptions, our new computations comprise the improvements
described in the previous section. Of these, three are of specific
importance here: (1) the much better probed Lc (Teff ), (2) using
a 0.04 dex wide ramp in log L for a gradual transition into the
superwind, and (3) much smaller time-steps with large massloss rates.
Consequently, we can now draw a more accurate and detailed picture of the dramatic changes of mass-loss in this range
of initial stellar mass than Schröder et al. (1998): The lowest
mass model (Mi = 1.1M ), which reaches Lc only marginally
and only very briefly, is plotted in Fig. 2, its mass-loss history
in Fig. 3: An isolated superwind burst is driven by the steep
but very short (800 yr) luminosity peak immediately after the
last thermal pulse on the tip-AGB, during the re-ignition of the
H-burning shell. The actual stellar mass is already reduced to
0.72 M , with only 0.16 M envelope mass left. These circumstances result in a much more immediate and pronounced
response of the star than with the earlier thermal pulses – i.e., in a
quick change of its surface luminosity and effective temperature
with any variation of the H-burning shell energy production.
The resulting superwind burst removes 0.008 M within
800 years, at a rate of 1 · 10−5 M yr−1 . That falls well into
the range of mass-loss characteristics found with geometrically
thin, detached shells (CO observations by Olofsson et al. 1990,
1993, 1996, 1998). Furthermore, for L∗ sufficiently larger than
Lc , our superwind models suggest shell expansion velocities
between 12 and 25 kms−1 (see Fleischer et al. 1992 and Arndt
et al. 1997), which also agree well with the observed shell expansion velocities (13–20 kms−1 , Olofsson et al. 1996).
By contrast, for L∗ <
∼ Lc , our wind models suggest a very
low wind velocity, of about or less than 5 kms−1 (see Table 1
and Fig. 1), which would consequently be our expectation for

Fig. 5. The final, tip-AGB mass-loss history for a 1.30 M (initial)
mass star. The larger tip-AGB luminosity now exceeds Lc during the
whole “superwind” phase. The only interruption is for just 200 yrs
during a thermal pulse.

the wind of such a star after the ejection of a detached shell. In
fact, this agrees well with the small present-day wind velocities
found by Olofsson et al. (1996) for those carbon stars with a
geometrically thin, detached shell.
Models with slightly increased Mi already probe Lc more
easily, resulting in additional strong mass-loss events, removing
several 10−2 M each – see Fig. 4 which shows the mass-loss
history of a star with Mi = 1.2M . Through the slow release
of the energy from the thermal pulse (temporarily been stored
in the envelope) plus the slowly growing H-burning shell luminosity, there is an enhanced – slow but significant – rise of
luminosity until the next thermal pulse. Again, smaller envelope
mass results in a more pronounced modulation of luminosity and
drives the star into its second and third mass-loss event as seen in
Fig. 4. The second event is ended by another thermal pulse, the
third by the depletion of the stellar envelope: it finally starts to
shrink and to increase Teff , so that the star leaves the superwind
regime.
A typical mass-loss event duration in Fig. 4 is several thousand years. For a realistic age of 104 yr and with the assumption
of a continuous outflow, this would lead to a somewhat extended
detached shell (∆R/R ≈ 1/3). If the density contrast can be
enhanced by sweeping up the slower, previously emitted wind
(when L∗ was <
∼ Lc ), such a shell may also, eventually, become
geometrically thin.
5. Mi ≥ 1.3: characteristic mass-loss histories
of a dust-induced “superwind”
From Mi ≈ 1.3M onwards, all evolution models yield a fairly
similar tip-AGB superwind mass-loss record of the final 3 · 104
years. The superwind duration and the total mass lost in that
phase varies in the realistic range of 0.26 M (Mi = 1.3M )
to 0.55 M (Mi = 2.25M ), see Table 2. Episodic mass loss
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Fig. 6. Tip-AGB mass-loss history for a 1.40 M (initial) mass star.
This model suggests that some revived mass-loss can occur after the
main “superwind”-phase has already ended, caused by the luminosity
release from the last thermal pulse on the tip-AGB.

Fig. 7. Tip-AGB mass-loss history for a 1.85 M (initial) mass star (see
also Fig. 9). The mass-loss history of all these more massive models
is strongly influenced by the strong temperature dependence of the
“superwind”.

events or bursts of superwind do not occur for Mi > 1.4M
(see the mass-loss histories shown in Figs. 5 to 8).
However, during the brief drop of luminosity during each
thermal pulse, combined with an increased Teff (see Fig. 9),
for only 100 to 200 years, the mass-loss rate is reduced by 1
to 2 orders of magnitude. That strong contrast is the result of
the strong luminosity and temperature sensitivity of the dustinduced mass-loss. Again there is matching evidence from detached shell observations, which suggest mass-loss interruptions at similar time scales – see Hashimoto et al. (1995, 1998)
for a reported case with an O-rich Mira star, and Bagnulo et al.
(1997) for a reported case with a carbon star.
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Fig. 8. Tip-AGB mass-loss history for a star with Mi = 2.25M .

With increasing Mi , several characteristics of the mass-loss
history are changing gradually (see also Table 2):
(1) The integrated mass loss on the RGB becomes negligible,
mainly because of the accelerated RGB evolution with increasing Mi . While 0.13 M are lost on the RGB for Mi = 1.10M ,
this figure is reduced to 0.08 M for Mi = 1.30M and becomes less than 0.02 M for Mi >
∼ 1.85M .
(2) For Mi >
∼ 1.5M , in contrast to the lower mass evolution
models, a superwind does not start yet at Lc . Rather, those windmodel mass-losses start with about o(10−6 ) M yr−1 . Rates
qualified for a superwind, i.e., Ṁ ≥ 10−5 M yr−1 , are reached
only gradually (apart from their modulation by thermal pulses)
and later on the tip-AGB, with further decreasing Teff and stellar
mass (see Figs. 7 and 8).
(3) It is the sensitive dependence of our wind models on
Teff which strongly shapes the superwind mass-loss histories of
stars with larger masses. It also leads to a gradual decline of
Ṁ near the end of the superwind phase – by contrast to models
with a conventional superwind prescription (see Fig. 10). This is
caused by the rise of Teff in the early turn-off from the tip-AGB,
when only about 0.1 M depleted envelope mass is left to lose
towards the exposure of the hot stellar core. From this result, we
expect consequences for the density profiles of CSE’s and protoPNe – i.e., the inner edge density gradients of undisturbed, cool
envelopes should be not as steep as predicted by a conventional
superwind model.
(4) At any given tip-AGB luminosity, models with larger
Mi yield larger actual stellar masses M∗ and slightly larger Teff
than their less massive counterparts. Hence, at any point on the
tip-AGB, mass-loss rates drop quickly with increasing stellar
mass.
With so different stars evolving through such a narrow region of the HR diagram, it is not possible to derive a simple
mass-loss – luminosity (or Ṁ – period) relationship for a comparison with the one suggested by observational data (e.g., see
Groenewegen & Whitelock et al. 1996). Rather, for any given luminosity, there is a side by side of stars with different mass and,
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Fig. 9. The much more luminous tip-AGB
evolution of a star with an initial mass of 1.85
M . Circles mark time-steps of 1000 yr.
Thermal pulses prior to the 5 shown here
are suppressed.
Table 2. Basic properties of selected evolution models: initial stellar
mass Mi , MbgHe (stellar mass at the begin of He burning), MbgSW (at
the “begin” of the “superwind”, taken to be 30 000 years before the end),
∆MSW (total “superwind” mass loss, by the same definition), and final
stellar mass Mf , all given in M . The occurrence of an episodic mass
loss event (EML) is indicated by an asterisk. (B) indicates use of a
different “superwind”, i.e., after Blöcker (see text).

Finally, we like to point out that the final masses Mf of our
models, as listed in Table 2, compare well with the empirically
determined Mf – Mi relationship as given by the detailed study
of Weidemann (1987) – see, in particular, Fig. 1 therein.

Mi

MbgHe

MbgSW

∆MSW

Mf

EML

1.10
1.20
1.30
1.40
1.85
1.85
2.25

0.97
1.11
1.22
1.33
1.83
1.83
2.25

0.72
0.85
0.92
0.97
1.14
1.19
1.29

0.01
0.09
0.26
0.28
0.48
0.50
0.55

0.58
0.59
0.60
0.61
0.65
0.65
0.69

*
**

We consider this work as a first step to combine the so far
separate worlds of stellar evolution models and detailed, selfconsistent models of dust-driven winds to compute the final tipAGB evolution and mass-loss history. Despite the large complexity involved on both a macroscopic and a microscopic scale,
with numerous different physical and chemical processes networking together in a pulsating, C-rich dust-induced “superwind”, there is excellent agreement between our computations
and a variety of observational facts – i.e., outer shell structure
found in deep exposures of PNe and, in particular, for detached
circumstellar shells and envelopes. These features are, on a
macroscopic scale, the direct consequence of the complex and
temperature sensitive micro-physics, dust-formation chemistry
and radiative transfer – leading, in particular, to (1) a Teff and
mass dependent critical luminosity Lc and (2) a mass-loss rate
which is strongly Teff -sensitive.
We should mention here, that our wind models are subject
to a simulated stellar pulsation as inner boundary condition and
therefore include some mechanical energy and momentum input. Its exact description has some influence on the details of
our wind models, but the mass-loss rate itself does not change
much with the choice of pulsation parameters since the driving mechanism of the wind is radiation pressure on dust – the
dust formation begins already deep inside the wind acceleration
region, in the sub-sonic regime.
In that respect it is interesting to compare, all other model
assumptions left unchanged, a mass-loss history of our dust-

(*)
(B)

consequently, different phase of mass-loss: At the same luminosity, at which less massive stars are found in their superwind
phase, there are also some more massive stars which experience
much lower, pre-superwind mass-loss rates. However, the superwind phase of the less massive stars is much shorter (by one
to two orders of magnitude) than the pre-superwind phase of
the more massive stars. For that reason, any present-day stellar sample with logL <
∼ 4 should mainly show pre-superwind
mass-losses. Only above logL ≈ 4, we expect that most stars
have reached their Lc and should predominantly show superwind mass-losses.
According to Groenewegen et al. (1998), the average carbon
star mass-loss rate starts to qualify for a superwind at logL = 4,
where it reaches 10−5 M yr−1 according to their empirical Ṁ
– L∗ relation. With the above said, this is in good agreement
with the set of our computed mass-loss histories.

6. Discussion
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Fig. 10. Tip-AGB mass-loss history for a star with Mi = 1.85M with
a conventional “superwind”-prescription according to Blöcker (1995),
with η = 0.1. This “superwind” is much more gravity sensitive. Hence,
it increases more rapidly and shows an abrupt end (compare to Fig. 7).

driven superwind to one which results from a conventional superwind prescription, i.e., as based on a simple pulsation-driven
wind model. For that purpose, we choose the mass-loss formula adopted by Blöcker (1995) for a Bowen-type wind (Bowen
1988):
log Ṁ = log ηB −2.0·log Teff +4.2·log L−3.1·log M −13.2
We adopted ηB = 0.1 according to Groenewegen et al.
(1995). Fig. 10 shows the resulting mass-loss history for the
otherwise same 1.85 M model shown in Figs. 7 and 9 – also,
see the respective entries in Table 2. As can already be seen
from the above formula, the “Blöcker”-wind is much more sensitive to surface gravity, but much less sensitive to Teff , when
compared to our mass-loss rates. As a result, the mass-loss rate
increases faster and removes slightly more mass in a shorter
time, until it ends abruptly. By contrast, most evolution models
with our temperature dependent mass-loss predict a gradual decline prior to the end of the superwind. Abrupt changes occur
only in critical circumstances – i.e., when the luminosity is close
to the critical luminosity of the wind model.
A sudden exposure of the stellar core is expected from an
observational point of view, i.e. with respect to the small observed PN ages found in several cases. Our evolution code may
not be detailed enough to give a reliable coverage of the very
end of the superwind – instabilities, (e.g. by a sudden hydrogen
recombination in the shell (Wagenhuber & Weiss 1994)) are not
considered here. On the other hand, as already pointed out by
Pottasch (1984), such observed PN ages could turn out to be
significantly underestimated, if the main CSE mass lies outside
the visible PN. That would be the case if the final superwind
mass-loss is reduced, just as suggested by our models.
Hence, it is difficult to decide, which of the two alternatives
comes closer to the truth: a quick turn-off from the tip-AGB as
with a strongly gravity-sensitive superwind, or a slower turn-off
as could be expected from a predominantly Teff -sensitive, dust-
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induced superwind. Because of its dramatic implications for the
post-AGB evolution, this issue still remains an important open
question for future research on CSE’s and PNe.
With the strong temperature-dependence of the mass-loss
rate in mind, we have to re-consider our adjustment of the mixing
length on the AGB – is it critical? Counter the first impression,
a slightly different tip-AGB α does in fact not matter much,
as long as the tip-AGB reaches the dust-forming region of the
HRD at all. If the evolutionary track, e.g., is shifted slightly to
larger Teff ’s, then all what happens is that the model evolves to
slightly higher luminosities before the superwind sets in, with
a very similar mass-loss history. Because of the core-mass –
luminosity relation on the tip-AGB, the star will arrive at slightly
higher core masses and thus somewhat larger Mf ’s. In relative
terms, however, that makes not much difference to the total mass
lost during the C-rich (super)wind phase.
Another critical point remains to be inspected: since the
present version of our evolution code does not compute mixing associated with the dredge-up’s, we cannot use the actual
C:O surface ratio of our stellar models as a quantity to define
the mass-loss rate in a strictly self-consistent way, but have to
seek observational evidence instead. For example, the assumption of C-rich winds implies that a C:O ratio > 1 is reached
before L reaches Lc . In fact, observational data suggest that
carbon stars are already found with luminosities from around or
slightly below the lowest Lc possible, which is (with a tip-AGB
stellar mass of 0.75 M ) log L ≈ 3.6 or Mbol ≈ −4.3. With the
period-luminosity relation derived by Groenewegen & Whitelock (1996), this translates into periods of about 265 days. In
fact, periods of well observed carbon stars start with 252 and
297 days (Groenewegen et al. 1998), and the bulk of carbon star
Mbol values derived from Hipparcos parallax’s (Alksnis et al.
1998) starts from about -3.7.
All our wind models, from which we have derived Lc and
Ṁ , were computed with C:O ratios starting from 1.3. That appears to be in some contradiction to the expectation that C:O
values should be just above 1 at the onset of carbon star winds.
However, our models rather underestimate the dust-formation,
caused by the limited representation of the large number of complex chemical reactions, and therefore the models might require
a slightly too large C:O value for compensation. Also, our models assume 100% oxygen blocking by the CO molecule, which
again is on the conservative side. With a more partial C-O blocking, a smaller C:O ratio would suffice with our wind models to
yield the same wind properties.
Once a C-rich, dust-induced wind is finally established, it is,
as our computations show (see, e.g. Arndt et al. 1997), almost
independent of the C:O ratio. For all the above given reasons,
we do not consider the lack of consistency with the C:O ratio
as a critical issue.
Conclusions
Our models of the crucial final tip-AGB stellar evolution with
strong mass-loss are in excellent agreement with a variety of
points based on observational insight:
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(1) We find regular “superwinds”, with the exact characteristics
required for PN formation, at the tip-AGB of all evolutionary
models with Mi >
∼ 1.3M . It is mainly the strong temperature
dependence of the micro-physics and dust-formation chemistry,
which drives the superwind into increasingly larger mass-loss
rates, while the gravity dependence assists but does not dominate the process – in contrast to the conventional Bowen-type
“superwind” prescription.
(2) Our computations suggest realistic PN masses, i.e., between
0.26 to >
∼ 0.55 M , for a wide range of initial stellar masses
(1.3 M to 2.5 M ). Furthermore, the final masses of the stellar
remnants agree well with empirical Mf – Mi data.
(3) The existence of a critical luminosity Lc as a decisive factor for the mass loss mechanism, which – in connection with
a thermal pulse – triggers brief superwind bursts for stars with
Mi ≈ 1.1 to 1.25 M , is confirmed by a striking coincidence
between our models and recent high spatial resolution CO observations of thin detached shells around a few carbon stars.
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